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Abstract—In this letter, we develop switched conditional
PDF-based split vector quantization (SCSVQ) method using the
recently proposed conditional PDF-based split vector quantizer
(CSVQ). The use of CSVQ allows us to alleviate the coding loss by
exploiting the correlation between subvectors, in each switching
region. Using the Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based para-
metric framework, we also address the rate-distortion (R/D)
performance optimality of the proposed SCSVQ method by allo-
cating the bits optimally among the switching regions.

For the wideband speech line spectrum frequency (LSF) pa-
rameter quantization, it is shown that the optimum parametric
SCSVQ method provides nearly 2 bits/vector advantage over the
recently proposed nonparametric switched split vector quantiza-
tion (SSVQ) method.

Index Terms—Gaussian mixture model (GMM), line spectrum
frequency (LSF) coding, vector quantization.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOST of the speech coders use linear prediction (LP)
analysis, and thus, more effective scheme of quan-

tizing the LP coefficients (LPCs), equivalently line spectrum
frequencies (LSFs), is in great demand. Vector quantization
(VQ) of LSFs is the best way to reach lowest bitrate, but the
prohibitive complexity of a full-search VQ limits its usage.
Many different product code VQ methods [1], [6], [12], [15]
have been reported for LSF coding, which reduce complexity
with a moderate loss of quantization performance. One of the
widely reported techniques is split VQ (SVQ) which was first
proposed by Paliwal and Atal [2] for telephone-band speech
and then further extended to wide-band speech [3], [5]. In SVQ,
the LSF vector is split into subvectors, and then, the subvectors
are quantized independently. This approach sacrifices the corre-
lation between the subvectors and, thus, leads to a coding loss,
referred to as “split loss” [10]. To recover the split loss, So and
Paliwal [13], [14] have recently proposed switched split VQ
(SSVQ) method, which provides better rate-distortion (R/D)
performance than the traditional SVQ method. We also have
proposed a parametric technique of conditional PDF-based
split VQ (CSVQ) method to recover the split loss [15], [16].
The CSVQ was shown to perform better than SVQ, but poorer
than SSVQ [15].

The SSVQ is a nonparametric product code VQ method,
where the vector space is divided into non-overlapping Voronoi
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regions1 and a separate SVQ is designed for each region. Thus,
the SSVQ comprises of multiple SVQs. An input vector to be
quantized is first classified to a Voronoi region and then the
region-specific SVQ is used for quantization. It was shown
[13], [14] that an increase in the number of Voronoi regions
leads to better recovery of the split loss, but at the cost of a steep
increase in complexity. For a practically reasonable number
of Voronoi regions in SSVQ, we note that the region specific
SVQs are susceptible to split loss. Also, another important
point to note is that the SSVQ does not address the optimality
of its R/D performance.

For a multivariate Gaussian source quantization, we have
shown theoretically that the CSVQ performs better than SVQ
[16]. Hence, we extend this formulation to a switched quan-
tization technique in this letter, where we use separate CSVQ
for each Voronoi region; the proposed method is referred
to as switched CSVQ (SCSVQ). We also address the R/D
performance optimality of the proposed SCSVQ method in a
GMM-based parametric framework where the source PDF of
each Voronoi region is modeled as a multivariate Gaussian. In
this context, we would like to indicate that currently, there is a
growing interest to develop parametric PDF-based quantization
methods using the GMM [7], [8], [11]. For the parametric
SCSVQ method, we derive the optimum bit allocation criteria
among the Voronoi regions using the variable bitrate scheme
[8]. Focusing on wideband speech LSF quantization, we show
that the optimum parametric SCSVQ method provides nearly 2
bits/vector advantage over the nonparametric SSVQ method.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The SCSVQ consists of multiple CSVQs. Thus, we indicate
the R/D performance optimality of CSVQ in this section, where
as a practical CSVQ codec was developed in [15].

Let be a -dimensional vector which is multivariate
Gaussian distributed as: . We consider
that the vector is split into number of subvectors, such that

. Let be the dimension of the th
subvector , such that . To recover the split loss,
we exploit the conditional PDF and sequentially quantize each
subvector , [15], [16]; i.e., , is quantized
utilizing the past information . We
have shown that the optimum CSVQ method provides the R/D
performance as (from [16, Theorem 2])

(1)

1These Voronoi regions are referred to as “switching regions” in [13] and [14].
In this letter, Voronoi region and switching region are used interchangeably.
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Fig. 1. GMM-based optimum switched conditional PDF-based split VQ
(SCSVQ) method.

where and is a
constant depending on the dimension as

[16]; is the allocated
bits/vector to quantize the Gaussian source. To achieve the
R/D performance of (1), the optimum bit allocation among the
subvectors is given by (from [16, Theorem 1])

(2)

where is the bits allocated to the th subvector in CSVQ
method, such that ; is the conditional
covariance matrix [16] of the th subvector .

III. SWITCHED CONDITIONAL PDF-BASED SPLIT VQ

In this section, we develop a new method of switched condi-
tional PDF-based split VQ (SCSVQ) and address its R/D per-
formance optimality using a parametric model of the source
PDF. The basis of the SCSVQ method is to populate the vector
space with number of CSVQs and switching to one of them
for quantization, based on a nearest neighbor criterion. Fig. 1
shows a block diagram of the SCSVQ method. We address the
issue of R/D performance optimality, using the Gaussian mix-
ture model (GMM)-based framework. PDF of each switching
region of SCSVQ is modeled as a multivariate Gaussian com-
ponent of the GMM. Since the switching regions are nothing but
Voronoi regions of the first stage quantizer, the mixture compo-
nents of the GMM are assumed to be non-overlapping. Let
be the -dimensional vector; the PDF of is modeled using a
Gaussian mixture (GM) density of components, given as

(3)

where , , and are the prior probability, mean
vector, and covariance matrix of the th Gaussian component

. The prior probabilities satisfy the stochastic
constraint . The approximate equality used
in (3) is because of modeling a source PDF using the GMM.

While a direct R/D performance analysis of a GMM source is
not easy to carry out [7], we consider a linearized approach [8]
to the overall quantization distortion of the source, expressed as

(4)

where is the incurred distortion of the quantizer for
the th component Gaussian of GMM and is the allocated
bits/vector to the quantizer. We need to solve for the optimum bit
allocation, , such that is minimized. While there has
been an attempt [7] to analyze the distortion incurred for a GM
source using an expectation-maximization (EM) type of itera-
tive algorithm, the above linearized approach provides a simple
closed-form solution using the optimum inter-cluster bit alloca-
tion. Since the source PDF of each Voronoi region is modeled
as a multivariate Gaussian with known parameters, we can use
the high-resolution quantization distortion of CSVQ [16] for an
overall distortion expression of the GM density and then opti-
mize for . The nature of approximation in (4) for is
that it is slightly overestimated because each bounded Voronoi
region is treated as an unbounded Gaussian cluster, leading to a
conservative estimate of the performance, while the actual dis-
tortion may be slightly lower.

The non-overlapping Voronoi regions (or switching regions)
of SCSVQ method are formed using the LBG algorithm, and we
compute the Gaussian parameters for each Voronoi region. The
switching codebook consists of as the codevectors.

A. Inter-Cluster Bit Allocation

The optimality of the SCSVQ method is addressed by
achieving the best R/D performance through the optimum bit
allocation among the component Gaussian clusters; this is
referred to as inter-cluster bit allocation which can be carried
out using the variable rate scheme of [8].

In a variable rate scheme, the average bits/vector is
fixed, but the actual bits/vector changes with input data. The
first stage quantizer (switch) uses bits, followed by the
second stage quantization (CSVQ) using bits for the th
region. Thus, the coder becomes a variable rate coder because

varies according to the changing signal characteristics. The
variable bitrate constraint [8] is given by

(5)

The is a design parameter, similar to a fixed rate coder. The
optimum inter-cluster bit allocation is solved by minimizing the
overall distortion, given in (4), to the constraint of average bits,
shown in (5); i.e.,

subject to

(6)
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Evaluation of requires the best performance of
, which is given by the quantization distortion result

of CSVQ [16] as [using (1)]

(7)

where . Here, is the
dimension of the th split subvector for the th cluster-specific
CSVQ method and . Note that, for the th region,
the number of splits and the dimensions of split subvectors

are design parameters which can be different for different
Voronoi regions according to the choice of the designer. The
optimization is solved using the Lagrange approach as given by
the next theorem.

Theorem: The optimum inter-cluster bit allocation for
SCSVQ method that minimizes the overall distortion

, subject to the variable rate constraint of
, is given by

(8)

Proof:

Using partial differentiation, , , we
get

Premultiplying both sides by , summing , and using
and , we get

Substituting appropriately and using
dummy variable , we get the expression of (8).

B. Intra-Cluster Bit Allocation

The optimum bit allocation to the subvectors for CSVQ
method [16] in each cluster (switching region) is given by
[using (2)]

(9)

where is the number of bits allocated to the th sub-vector
for the th region specific CSVQ; is the condi-
tional covariance matrix [16] of the th subvector for the th
region.

IV. QUANTIZATION RESULTS

To test the LSF quantization performance, we consider wide-
band speech LSFs and use the common measure of spectral
distortion (SD) [2]. We also use another recently proposed mea-
sure of spectral distortion with interframe memory (SDM) [9].
A low average SD and rms SDM along with minimum number
of high SD outliers are considered necessary for perceptually
good spectrum quantization performance [2], [9], [13]. For
better SD performance, the codebook is searched using the
weighted square Euclidean distance (WSED) measure [2], [13],
where the weights are the spectral sensitivity coefficients [4].
The speech data used in the experiments are from the TIMIT
database. The specification of AMR-WB speech codec [17] is
used to compute the 16th-order LPCs which are then converted
to LSFs. We use 368 815 LSF vectors as training data and
87 961 LSF vectors as test data (distinct from training data).

The parametric optimum SCSVQ and nonparametric SSVQ
methods are implemented using Voronoi regions. For
each Voronoi region, the 16 dimensional LSF vector is split into
five parts of (3,3,3,3,4) dimensional subvectors for both CSVQ
and SVQ methods. The number of Voronoi regions and sub-
vector dimensions are chosen according to [13]. The optimum
parametric SCSVQ method is designed using variable bitrate
scheme, resulting in fractional inter-cluster bit allocation [see
(8)] and also fractional intra-cluster bit allocation [see (9)]. For
the sake of practical implementation, we adjust the inter-cluster
and intra-cluster fractional bits to integer quantities, satisfying
the total bit budget. We also compare the performances of re-
cently proposed CSVQ and traditional SVQ methods [15], using
the same (3, 3, 3, 3, 4) dimensional split.

The performance of parametric optimum SCSVQ method is
shown in Table I. The nonparametric SSVQ is implemented
according to [13], and the performance is shown in Table II.
Tables III and IV, respectively, show the performances of CSVQ
and SVQ methods. For CSVQ and SVQ, the bits are allocated
to the subvectors uniformly such that they result in minimum
complexity and the extra bits are allocated to those subvectors
which results in least overall distortion [15]. For a visual com-
parison, the R/D performances of different methods are shown
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF OPTIMUM SWITCHED CONDITIONAL PDF-BASED

SPLIT VQ (SCSVQ) METHOD

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF RECENTLY PROPOSED NONPARAMETRIC

SWITCHED SPLIT VQ (SSVQ) METHOD

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF RECENTLY PROPOSED CONDITIONAL PDF-BASED

SPLIT VQ (CSVQ) METHOD

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF TRADITIONAL SPLIT VQ (SVQ) METHOD

Fig. 2. Rate-distortion performance comparison between split VQ (SVQ), con-
ditional PDF-based split VQ (CSVQ), switched split VQ (SSVQ), and switched
conditional PDF-based split VQ (SCSVQ) methods. (a) Average SD (in dB)
performance. (b) 2-4 dB outlier (in %) performance. (c) RMS SDM (in dB) per-
formance.

in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the SCSVQ provides the best per-
formance in terms of all the three performance measures. As ex-
pected, the next best is SSVQ, which outperforms the traditional
SVQ. We note that the CSVQ performs poorer than SSVQ. In
terms of average SD measure, the nonparametric SSVQ method

provides 2–3 bits/vector advantage over SVQ. The GMM-based
optimum SCSVQ method provides a further 2 bits/vector advan-
tage over SSVQ method. These advantages are valid for the rms
SDM measure also.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose an optimum switched conditional PDF-based
split VQ (SCSVQ) method using the Gaussian mixture
model-based framework. The rate-distortion performance
optimality of SCSVQ method is addressed using a linearized
approximation of the total average distortion, resulting in
optimum inter-cluster and intra-cluster bit allocation. For
wideband speech LSF quantization, we show that the new para-
metric optimum SCSVQ method provides nearly 2 bits/vector
advantage over the recently proposed nonparametric switched
split VQ (SSVQ) method and 4 bits/vector advantage over the
traditional SVQ method.
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